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Preface

Many individuals and organizations contributed to the success of *FASL* 15. Aside from the stimulating presentations and a great audience, we also had fun! We would like to acknowledge the generosity of everyone who participated in coordinating the meeting and the proceedings.
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The following organizations provided generous financial support for the conference: the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, the Faculty of Arts and Science at the University of Toronto, the Slavic and East European Language Resource Center at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University, St. Vladimir Institute in Toronto, the Radovan I. Matanić Bookstore in Toronto, Erudit Russian Books in Toronto, the Department of Linguistics and the Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures at the University of Toronto.

We are greatly indebted to the late Professor Ed Burstynsky from the Department of Linguistics at the University of Toronto, without whose support we could not have enjoyed the feast that was the lunch at the St. Vladimir Institute. A great linguist, teacher and member of the Ukrainian community in Toronto, Ed is missed by countless numbers of colleagues, students and friends.

*FASL* 15 could not have happened without the time and energy of our student volunteers. A big thank you goes to Michael Barrie, Sandhya Chari, Sarah Clarke, Benjamin Flight, Chiara Frigeni, Amanda Greber, Catherine Macdonald, Vladislav Malik, Vanessa Shokeir and Tanya Slavin.

We are also grateful for the musical performance by F-Zero, an interdepartmental band of linguists and language enthusiasts. It is thanks...
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On the Status of Word-Initial Clusters in Slavic (and Elsewhere)*

Tobias Scheer  
Université de Nice, CNRS 6039

1 Introduction

It is generally admitted that gaps in word-initial consonant clusters are systematic, not accidental. An oft-quoted illustration is the pair blick - lbick. Both items are not actual English words, however the former could be one because its initial cluster is well formed (sonority increases), while the latter could not for its initial cluster violates sonority sequencing. That sonority sequencing is a property of English grammar is shown by the different attitude that natives adopt in regard of the two words at hand: lbick is not a possible word for any speaker, while blick could enter the language at any time if it acquired a meaning.

The conclusion, then, is that the set of existing initial clusters in a language qualifies as a natural class and is defined by grammar. In the English case and in many other languages, the natural class in question may be described by the statement "within initial clusters, sonority must increase" (s+C clusters are well-known exceptions; they do not need to be further discussed here). On this count, non-occurring clusters such as #lb are absent since they violate grammar (systematic gap), not because of some lexical accident (accidental gap).

In this paper, I aim at showing that this line of reasoning holds true only for TR-only languages like English, i.e. where sonority increases in all word-initial clusters.1 In anything-goes languages where #RT clusters occur on top of #TR sequences, however, the absence of some particular initial cluster is always accidental. For instance, #rt occurs in Polish (e.g., rzec "quicksilver"), but #rp does not. Unlike in the case of the non-occurring English #lb, Polish grammar, I argue, does not outlaw #rp, which is just as well-formed as #rt. Another obvious reflection of the difference between TR-only and anything-goes languages is the fact that the former instantiate all obstruent-liquid combinations (with the pervasive exception of #tl, #dl), whereas the latter may operate an arbitrary choice among #RT clusters (cf. the Polish example) while still showing all possible obstruent-liquid combinations (but typically including #tl, #dl, as e.g. Czech and Polish).

A consequence of this view is a strictly binary typology. An examination of the surface suggests that anything-goes languages may be more or less close to the TR-only bottom line: Classical Greek has just a few non-TR clusters, Slavic languages show quite a number of them, while Moroccan Arabic instantiates all logically possible sequences of Ts and Rs. Counter to this impression of gradience, a consequence of what I propose is that all anything-goes languages share the same grammar as far as word-initial clusters are concerned: any sequence is well-formed, and those which do not occur may enter the language tomorrow. Thus #rp is absent in both English and Polish, but for different reasons: it is a systematic gap in the former, but a mere accidental gap in the latter. Hence there are only two types of languages phonologically speaking: those which impose a restriction on initial clusters (TR-only), and those which do not (anything-goes).

The following arguments in favour of this perspective are brought to bear. In Slavic anything-goes languages (which will be examined in detail), new words (loans, acronyms) with non-occurring initial clusters may freely enter the language. Also, it is not true that occurring clusters (or non-occurring clusters for that matter) constitute a natural class: looking at them from all possible angles, there is no principle that allows to characterise all and only those sequences which are (non-)existing. By contrast, the hypothesis crediting lexical accident is supported by a striking diachronic generalization: all modern Slavic #RT clusters have

* This article is a piece of a larger project regarding the phonological representation of extra-phonological information (Direct Interface, cf. below). The part which is not specific to Slavic has appeared in Scheer (1999; 2004a: §83, 381, 390); the part related to Slavic has been orally presented (e.g. Scheer 2000b, Kristo and Scheer 2005), and appears in Scheer (forth). Thanks to Marketa Ziková who helped preparing the version of the corpus that is used here (version 5.2), and which has been cleared against the Czech and Slovak National Corpora.

1 Here and henceforth, T represents any obstruent, R any sonorant. Unless otherwise specified, #RT is shorthand for all non-#TR clusters, i.e. #RT, #RR and #TT.
come into being through the loss of a yer. The two consonants of a Common Slavic (CS) sequence #RyerT, however, were of course not subject to any co-occurrence restriction. Therefore their reunion through the loss of the yer creates a randomly structured sequence, both as far as its members and as gaps are concerned: #p does not exist in any Slavic language simply because CS happened not to feature any lexical item beginning with #r-yer-p.

Finally, I show that a particular phonological theory, so-called CVCV where the peculiarities of the word-initial site follow from the presence or absence of an initial CV unit, precisely predicts that there are only two possible grammars for the beginning of the word. By the same token, a prediction is made to the effect that there can be only one "extrasyllabic" consonant at most. While this appears to be true, regular extrasyllabic analyses of #RT clusters do not impose any restriction on the number of extrasyllabic consonants that could occur in a row.

2 #RT Clusters across Languages

Cross-linguistically, #TR-only and anything-goes systems exhaust the record of languages that admit initial clusters: in some languages no clusters occur at all; in others, only #TRs are found (English, Italian etc.), while in a third group clusters of any sonority profile occur (e.g. modern occidental Semitic, Berber, Slavic). What natural language does not provide for is the fourth logical possibility, i.e. a situation where only non-#TRs are found word-initially: there are no #RT-only languages. Therefore #TR and #RT clusters entail an implicational relationship: if a language possesses #RTs, it will also feature #TRs; the reverse, however, is not true. All theories need to account for this distribution.

At first sight, thus, we seem to face a binary typology: a cluster-admitting language is either #TR-only or anything-goes. However, let us have a closer look at the domestic typology of the latter group. Languages following this pattern are not very frequent, and their distribution seems to follow fairly robust genetic/geographic patterns (this of course does not exclude their presence elsewhere). Clements (1990: 288ss) for example provides a list of anything-goes languages, and these typically include (or occur in) modern occidental Semitic (e.g. Moroccan Arabic), Berber, Slavic, Greek, Caucasian languages and Salish (native American Northwest, e.g. Bagemihl 1991).

Among these languages, the number and nature of #RT, #RR and #TT clusters show important variation: in some cases only a few sonority-offending sequences are present, while in others many such groups exist. Still in others, all logically possible combinations of two consonants indeed occur word-initially. Moroccan Arabic is on this end of the spectrum (see Scheer 2004a: §383-385 for further detail).

On the other end, Classical Greek is known for word-initial #pt, #kt (as well as aspirated versions thereof) and #mn, but lacks all other sonority-offending groups. One way to approach this pattern would be to acknowledge that the language allows for #TT and #RR (and of course #TR), but not for #RT. This does not explain, however, why it is far from instantiating all logically possible #TTs and #RRs: even on this assumption, the number of existing clusters is only a very small subset of the number of logically possible clusters.3

In the following section, the Slavic family is examined in detail with respect to this variation.

3 #RT Clusters in Slavic

3.1 The Corpus: Constitution and Organisation

Over the past years (a first version has appeared in Scheer 2000a), I have attempted to establish a database which provides an exhaustive record of all words that begin with a sonorant-obstruent cluster in 13 Slavic languages: Czech, Slovak, Polish, Upper Sorbian, Lower Sorbian, Kashubian (West), Bulgarian, Macedonian, Bosn-Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian (South), Russian, Ukrainian, Belarusian (East). For the time being, the inquiry does not include #TT and #RR sequences. This is only because a corpus containing all non-TR clusters represents a workload that would have exceeded my resources. I have therefore privileged the clusters that are most offending for sonority sequencing. Hopefully at some point the list of Slavic #RR- and #TT-words will also be available.

Unfortunately, the corpus is too large to be included in the present article. It is available at www.unice.fr/dsl/tobweb/classes.htm#ldata.

2 Greenberg (1978: 258) records 12 anything-goes languages, but his data are not reliable: among these are French, Persian and Icelandic.
3 I am not familiar with the distribution of all anything-goes languages quoted, but a reasonable assumption is that there is none which restricts offending initial clusters to either #RT, #TT or #RR (or any two-member combination thereof) and within this putative group exhausts all logical possibilities. A reviewer points out Georgian (Caucasus) as a putative counterexample. I leave the question open for further study.
where its internal organization and the methodology that has been used for its construction are also explained in detail. Words are arranged according to the Common Slavic root that they represent. All in all, this produces a set of 41 CS roots.

3.2 Broad Results: More or Less #RT-Friendly Slavic Languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>West</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>East</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cz</td>
<td>Sk</td>
<td>LSo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rz</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rv, lv</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lz</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lk</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lp</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls, lv</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lj</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lv</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>md</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mg, mh</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mz</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mx</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mf</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mk</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ml</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ms, mv</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mt</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (1) above shows the broadest information provided by the corpus: for every #RT recorded, it indicates whether ("+" ) or not (blank) it occurs in the 13 individual Slavic languages (no indication is given of the number of words/roots that incarnate a particular cluster).4

The result is clearly scalar: every Slavic language seems to make its own selection among #RT clusters, whose number may range from "zero" (Bulgarian, Macedonian, Slovenian, Belarusian) over "almost none" (Sorbian 1, Kashubian 4), "some" (Slovak 8) and "quite some" (Ukrainian 12, Russian 16) to "a whole lot" (Polish 20, Czech 28). No language, however, attests the full set of logically possible #RT clusters. Even the most permissive systems are far from that: out of 126 logically possible #RT sequences (6 sonorants, 21 obstruents), Polish selects 20, i.e. about 16%. Czech attests 28 combinations out of 108 logically possible clusters (6 sonorants, 18 obstruents), which amounts to 26%.

This situation strongly contrasts with the one found in TR-only languages where all possible obstruent-liquid clusters exist (at least all stop-liquid clusters, except of course the notorious #tl, #dl).5

On the bottom line, Slavic languages may thus be reasonably divided into three groups: one where #RT clusters are common (Czech, Polish, Russian, Ukrainian, Slovak), one where they are absent (Bulgarian, Macedonian, Slovenian, Belarusian), and one where #RT clusters are so rare that their synchronic status may be called into question (Upper Sorbian, Lower Sorbian, Kashubian).

The remaining language, Bosno-Serbo-Croatian, is to be counted out altogether since the sonorant of all #RT clusters (only #T occurs) is syllabic, hence has vocalic function and is not part of any cluster at all. Its syllabicity can be told from various tests, e.g. the fact that it may bear stress (as in rvo:ti se "to tossle") and even constitute the only syllabic peak of the word (rt "cape (in the sea)"). Also, it is guaranteed that the initial sonorant is not syllabic but trapped in the five permissive languages, (see Scheer 2004a: §240, in press a for further discussion of this difference): stress is initial in Czech, penultimate in Polish, but the R of #RT clusters is never stressed in either language (were the R syllabic, it would receive stress e.g. in Cz rtut' and Po rtćc "quicksilver" where the vowel is tonic;

4 It does not seem to make sense to distinguish #Rd and #Rd or, for that matter, s, z and š, ž as well as the corresponding affricates, ť [w] and l, g and h. All these pairs appear together in the same line. Even though there is reason to believe that Cz ť is not a sonorant, I continue mentioning it (together with r).
5 The situation for nasals is different: usually #TN does not occur (e.g. English, French), and even if it does (like in German), the variety of clusters found is vanishingly small (#kn, but not #pn, #km etc.). Perhaps it is more appropriate to talk about TL-only languages anyway (where L is a liquid).
more tests leading to the same diagnostic, also for the Eastern languages, are provided in the references quoted).

### 3.3 Slavic #RTs Never Form a Natural Class

Let us now look at the qualitative aspect of Slavic #RT clusters. Were they controlled by grammar, both the occurring and the non-occurring #RTs, in a given language, should form a natural class. All attempts at parsing the #RT-set of any of the 9 #RT-displaying languages under (1) into a natural class are vain. Whatever the criterion or the feature or combination of features used (sonority, nasality, place etc.), the #RT-set of all languages will resist exhaustive assignment: some clusters that according to the natural class should exist are absent, and some that are outlawed do occur.

In order to see this, let us follow the strongest case strategy. Polish is by far the best studied Slavic language as far as phonology is concerned, and this is especially true for initial clusters. Starting with Kuryłowicz (1952), a traditional topic in Polish phonology has been to find the guiding principle which is able to tell occurring from non-occurring initial clusters. The exhaustive inventory of Polish initial clusters on which all analytic work is based has been established by Sawicka (1974) (see also Rowicka 1999: 309ss and Scheer 2004a: §§375, 622). Relevant analytic literature includes Rubach and Booij (1990), Gussmann (1991), Cyran and Gussmann (1998, 1999) and Rowicka (1999).

Kuryłowicz' (1952) double onset analysis sets the frame for later attempts at solving the problem that are couched in Government Phonology: he contends that Polish respects sonority sequencing just like other languages, but unlike these allows words to begin with two onsets in a row, both of which may branch. Implicit in this line of thought of course is the existence of an intervening empty nucleus. However, as Cyran and Gussmann (1998:129) point out, this approach still overgenerates a lot: "While it [Kuryłowicz' proposal] succeeds remarkably well in covering the existing forms by reducing the heavy consonant groups to simple one- or two-member sequences, it does so at the expense of predicting a massive number of forms which do not and cannot exist. [...] It is easy to think of numerous cases where the mirror-image situation [of existing CC clusters] is not possible: although we find [kr, pr, gn, tn] [...] no reversing of elements is possible *[rk, rp, ng, nt]." Cyran and Gussmann (1998,1999) then provide a government-based analysis that improves on Kuryłowicz' results, but admit that even then Polish clusters resist a proper characterisation in terms of natural classes: "in fact [r] can only be followed by some obstruents and never by sonorants, while [n] cannot be followed by anything. Likewise [m] can be followed but not preceded by a sonorant. [...] Regularities of this sort fail to result from the licensing mechanism called PG. [...] These complex issues are not fully understood at present" Cyran & Gussmann (1998: 135).

We are thus left with an anarchic picture that no principle seems to be able to explain. It is certainly possible to argue that our current understanding of possible guiding principles is too poor, and that progress in phonological theory one day will shed light on the mystery. This perspective, however, is not really promising because rather than about theory we are talking about basic descriptive categories (sonority, place, manner etc.), which are not likely to evolve. Also, the strongest case for a systematic gap analysis is certainly Polish: linguists have invested more time into the study of Polish initial clusters than into the study of initial clusters of any other Slavic language. If the result is negative here, it is unlikely to be positive elsewhere.

Let us therefore think of a solution which dispenses with the idea that things should be explained at all: the clusters and gaps are not enforced by grammar; rather, they are the result of lexical accident. The following section provides strong diachronic support for this alternative.

### 3.4 All Slavic #RTs Are Produced by the Loss of a Yer

Contrasting with the synchronically anarchic situation, there is an obvious and absolutely exceptionless diachronic generalisation that is brought to light by the corpus: all #RT-words in all Slavic languages have been produced by the loss of an intervening yer. That is, all modern #RTs come from a CS #R-yer-T sequence. This hard distributional fact can hardly be accidental. All theories need to account for it: there is a causal relation between the loss of yers and the particular #RTs that occur.

This causal relation is immediately obvious when considering the fact that as in any other language, there was no co-occurrence restriction between C₁ and C₂ of a Common Slavic #C₁-V-C₂ sequence. In case V happened to be a yer, thus, a #C₁-C₂ cluster was "mechanically" created as the yer was lost. In absence of any reaction against the new cluster, we therefore do not expect any co-occurrence restriction between the two consonants in the resulting language. And, of course, no particular distribution of C₁ and C₂ either: the choice of C₁ and C₂ was arbitrary in CS, and so it is in the new clusters. In short, thus, Czech initial #RTs for example are just CS #RyerTs minus the yers.
This perspective explains the absence of co-occurrence restrictions on modern #RTs and hence the failure of attempts at characterising them as a natural class. And it directly captures the causal relation between the existing #RTs and the loss of yers.

There is thus good reason to believe that modern #RTs are lexical accident, i.e. the regular Common Slavic lexical accident catered down to modern languages. Missing #RTs are therefore accidental gaps: there happened not to be any CS word with an intervening yer.

3.5 Predictions and Suggestions
This analysis makes two predictions and suggests that the diachronic scenario for non-Slavic anything-goes languages could have been identical or similar.

The first prediction concerns the creation of lexical items: since grammar does not rule out any #RT cluster, new words may enter the language with any logically possible sequence. Hence #lb does not occur in either English or Ukrainian; ibick, however, is a possible word in the latter, but not in the former. The English TR-only grammar rules it out, while the Ukrainian anything-goes grammar admits any cluster. This contrast is confirmed by the harshly negative attitude of English (or French, or German etc.) natives, as opposed to the judgement of Czech, Polish etc. natives ("it sounds strange, but I could imagine a word of that shape"), which is comparable to the English situation of bick.

Possible sources for lexical creation are loans and acronyms. The former supposes a donor language with #RT-words, which is not easy to come by even in a globalised world: Slavic languages are unlikely to borrow from modern occidental Semitic, Berber or Salish. One obvious case, however, are Caucasian languages which feature #RT-words and have been in intimate contact with Russian. Looking at Russian loans of Caucasian origin, the prediction is borne out:6 the words Mcryi "poem by Lermontov, and the corresponding character", Mckheta "town in Georgia", Mtacmindia "mountain in Tbilisi", Rzaki "popular brand of wine", Rza "personal name" all bear an #RT cluster that does not occur in native Russian items ([mθ,s,mt,rr,z]). They are nonetheless borrowed without any modification of the initial cluster, receive regular inflection etc. Trying to make an English, German, Italian etc. native accept this kind of borrowing fails miserably.

The second prediction concerns non-occurring #RTs and is of diachronic nature: the reason why a given #RT does not exist in a modern Slavic language is diachronic accident: either there was no CS basis, i.e. there happened not to be any CS word with this particular #R-yer-T sequence, or the existing CS basis did not make it to the modern language (or was modified). That is, the reason why there is no #mT in any Slavic language must be the absence of a CS #n-yer-T basis. Note that on phonological grounds this absence, compared to the frequent occurrence of #mT, is unexpected: m is certainly marked with respect to n; hence if anything, #mT should be missing. The diachronic prediction, again, appears to be correct: etymological dictionaries (e.g. Havlová et al. 1989-2006:557s, Holub and Kopečný 1952: 241, Machek 1957: 321) do not have a single CS #n-yer-T-V root on record.7

The overall diachronic scenario is thus as follows: Common Slavic was a regular TR-only language until the loss of yers "blindly" created offending #RT sequences. Individual Slavic dialects had different responses to this new situation: either they maintained the TR-only grammar, or they switched to an anything-goes grammar. Languages in the former case either refused yer loss that would have created #RT clusters (hence yers were vocalised even in weak position), or modified the resulting #RTs (all kinds of strategies are attested, cf. the corpus: metathesis, epenthesis, loss of C1 or C2). On the other hand, languages in the latter situation did not show any reaction. This split sets apart Belarusian, Slovenian, Bulgarian and Macedonian (following the former pattern) from Czech, Polish, BSC, Russian and Ukrainian (following the latter pattern). Within the latter group, the varying number of different #RTs is the result of further diachronic evolution: individual roots may or may not have survived, may or may not have been modified etc.

Finally, the diachronic scenario together with the claim that there are only two grammars regarding initial clusters suggests that #RT clusters in non-Slavic anything-goes languages could also have arisen through the

---

6 On the basis of responses to a query published on Linguist List in February 2001 (volume 12-358), the following data have been verified with several native speakers. Judgments are uniform.

7 The sequence #n-yer-T must indeed be followed by a vowel since otherwise the yer will be regularly vocalised: in roots of the shape #n-yer-T-C it occurs in so-called strong position. Dictionaries actually offer one single item of this kind, CS *naštví "trouch" (< IE *nivw "washing", e.g. gr νισίων "to wash"), which indeed shows regular yer vocalisation in all modern reflexes: BSC načev, Cz necky, Poiniecka, Old Ru načvy.
loss of intervening vowels. On this assumption, the erratic occurrence of particular #RTs in Slavic is due to the fact that in Common Slavic 1) only two vowels out of eleven (the yers) have fallen out and 2) any vowel can be the first vowel of a word. By contrast in a language like Classical Arabic which has produced the modern varieties where all logically possible #RTs occur, the prediction is that either more vowels have been lost in #C1-V-C2 sequences, or the distribution of the first vowel of a word is not random. The latter scenario happens to be true: Semitic has nonconcatenative morphology, which means that the three consonants of a stem carry its lexical meaning, while the two intervening vowels are actual morphemes: in Cl. Arabic katab-a "write 3m sg act pf", the first (short) [a] is the marker for active voice and thus will be present in all verbs (the second [a] is a class marker). Now diachronically, all Cl. Arabic short vowels have become schwa in the dialects at hand, while all long vowels have become short. Schwa, however, alternates with zero according to the pattern [ktib] (representing /kitib-i/ from Cl. Arabic katab-a "write 3m sg act pf") vs. [ktib-u] (representing /kitib-u/ from Cl. Arabic katab-uu "write 3m pl act pf"). Hence the 3m sg act pf of all verbs in modern occidental varieties will "mechanically" produce #C1C2 from underlying /C1iC2ibC3-i/. Therefore all logically possible #RTs indeed do occur in Moroccan Arabic: unlike in Common Slavic where only two eleventh of the lexicon were concerned (on the assumption that all vowels had equal distribution), the intervening vowel is lost in all verbs.  

4 CVCV: The Initial CV Imposes the Binary Typology at Hand

4.1 CVCV and the Representation of Extra-Phonological Information

This section shows that a particular phonological theory, so-called CVCV, offers only space for two different grammars regarding the beginning of the word, i.e. exactly the picture established by the preceding discussion.

CVCV is an offspring of Government Phonology (Kaye et al. et al. 1990, Harris 1994) that has been introduced by Lowenstamm (1996).  

The central idea of this theory is the lateralisation of structure and causality: instead of the familiar syllabic arborescence, lateral relations among constituents are responsible for the effects observed. CVCV takes this line of reasoning to its logical end: it holds that syllabic constituency boils down to a strict sequence of non-branching Onsets and non-branching Nuclei in all languages. There are no Codas and no Rhymes, and the minimal syllabic unit that may be manipulated is an Onset followed by a Nucleus.

In traditional approaches, syllabic arborescence assures the function of binding together different constituents, thereby identifying their grouping into higher units. In CVCV, this function is shifted onto lateral relations that are assumed to hold between constituents: Government and Licensing. Effects that are usually attributed to the fact that a given segment belongs to this or that syllabic constituent are claimed to stem from the configuration regarding Government and Licensing that it is involved in. Space restrictions preclude further discussion of the properties of the theory, and the reader must be referred to the references mentioned in note 9.

In CVCV, the beginning of the word is represented by an empty Onset followed by an empty Nucleus, the initial CV. That is, Lowenstamm (1999) proposes a truly phonological identity for what traditionally has only a diacritic existence, i.e. "#". This take follows the principle of Direct Interface according to which extra-phonological information must not come down to the phonology as a diacritic (such as SPE-type boundary symbols, brackets in Lexical Phonology or the Prosodic Hierarchy). Rather, only objects that are needed by the domestic phonology in absence of any issue related to the interface may represent morpho-syntactic information. Hence a CV unit (but neither of the diacritics mentioned) qualifies as a representative of morpho-syntactic information in the phonology.  

The initial CV thus represents morpho-syntactic information in the phonology. It is therefore absent from the lexical recording of words. Like in all other theories (SPE, Prosodic Phonology, OT etc.), the representation to which phonological computation applies is pieced together from the lexical entries of the morphemes and objects that represent morpho-syntactic information. The latter (#s, the Prosodic Hierarchy, brackets etc. in the theories mentioned, the initial CV here) are thus distributed by morpho-syntax, typically through some kind of
Translator's Office (the Readjustment Component in SPE, mapping rules in Prosodic Phonology, ALIGN and WRAP in OT).

Therefore, the distribution of the initial CV is not automatic: languages may or may not ship off a phonological exponent of the morpho-syntactic information "beginning of the word". Crucially, though, there are only two possible ways of handling this device: the initial CV may or may not be sent down to the phonology. There is no third possibility. Note that this contrasts with other interface theories where the number of different diacritics that may come down to the phonology is unlimited in principle (# and the like, various prosodic constituents).

4.2 The Beginning of the Word in CVCV

Given these premises, (2) below shows the representation of word-initial clusters in languages where the initial CV (grey-shaded) is distributed (which will turn out to be the TR-only type), and in those where the beginning of the word is left unmarked by any extra-phonological information (absence of the initial CV, these languages will turn out to be the anything-goes type).

(2) the beginning of the word in CVCV

The ground rule in Government Phonology is that empty Nuclei do not come for free: they need to be governed in order to exist. However, only phonetically expressed Nuclei can govern, and every governor can only govern one target. Therefore, two empty Nuclei in a row are ill-formed. In the version of CVCV that I use (others include Szigetvári 1999, Cyran 2003 and Rowicka 1999), all lateral relations are head-final. Also, the representation of TR clusters, i.e. traditional branching Onsets, is as under (2a): being more complex (i.e. made of more phonological primes), sonorants may establish a relation called Infrasegmental

Government over obstruents (represented as "<" under (2a), as ">" under (2b)). This relation has the effect of satisfying the Empty Category Principle (ECP) of the enclosed Nucleus.\textsuperscript{11}

With that in mind consider (2a) and (2b): both representations present two empty Nuclei, i.e. the one separating the initial cluster and the one from the initial CV. Under (2a), the former is taken care of by the relation between the two consonants, while the ECP of the latter is satisfied through Government from the first vowel of the word. The representation is thus well-formed. Under (2b), however, no relation between consonants can be established: either it would have to be left-headed (RT), or equal complexity does not allow for it (RR, TT). Therefore the intervening empty Nucleus still requires to be silenced, and the first vowel of the word would need to simultaneously govern two empty Nuclei. Since this is impossible, the structure is ill-formed.

On the bottom line, thus, the difference in complexity between obstruents and sonorants, together with the pressure that the initial CV puts on the structure by loading it with an extra empty Nucleus, causes the well-formedness of #TRs and the ill-formedness of #RTs. Or, in other words, the presence of the empty CV enforces the restriction of initial clusters to #TRs.

On the other hand, its absence under (2c) has the effect of leaving the structure with only one empty Nucleus that requires care no matter what the initial cluster. Therefore, the sonority slope of the sequence is irrelevant: whatever it is, the first vowel of the word will be able to govern the intervening empty Nucleus. The representation will thus be well-formed in any event: (2c) describes anything-goes languages.

4.3 Benefits: Binary Typology, *#RT-Only, No Multiple Extrasyllabicity

It follows that CVCV and the initial CV make a prediction to the effect that there can be only two different grammars in natural language regarding the left edge of the word: either the initial CV is present and the TR-restriction is enforced, or it is absent and any cluster is well-formed. This is precisely what the empirical discussion of sections 2 and 3 demands: a theory that does not care for the apparent surface gradience of more or less permissive languages (#TR plus a little, some, quite some, a

\textsuperscript{11} The two ways of satisfying the ECP that have been mentioned are enough for the present purpose. More detail regarding the phonological ECP and the functioning of branching Onsets is available in Scheer (2004n:§14).
lot or all #RTs). As far as grammar is concerned, there are only two types of languages, TR-only and anything-goes.

Moreover, if a language has #RTs, it must also possess #TRs. This is so since the presence of the former implies the absence of the initial CV, which in turn makes any cluster well-formed. By contrast, the presence of #TRs in a language does not allow to predict whether #RTs also occur: they may (if the initial CV is absent) or may not (if it is present). And in any event, #RT-only languages are not an option: if #RTs exist, #TRs must also occur. Now recall from the beginning of section 2 that this is precisely the cross-linguistic typology that theory is called to derive. The absence of #RT-only languages and the implicational relationship between #RTs and #TRs thus come for free with the theory of the beginning of the word that has been laid out.

Finally, let us look at another approach to #RTs that, like the analysis presented, does not try to force existing and non-existing items into natural classes. In generative phonology, the traditional analysis of clusters that violate sonority sequencing is along the lines of extrasyllabicity. On this count, a syllabification algorithm operates over a lexically unsyllabified string and leaves the sonority-offenders unparsed. For example, Polish rieč "quicksilver" will end up as \( <r>\)ieč where angled brackets identify the unparsed, i.e., extrasyllabic element. Phonology may then operate, and at some point of the derivation, the extrasyllabic consonant is reintegrated into the syllabic or prosodic area. Otherwise (it would not make it to the surface). The exact location to which extrasyllabic consonants are adjoined differs across analyses: sometimes they end up in truly syllabic constituents (the Onset in the case quoted, e.g. Hall 1992: 122s), sometimes in higher prosodic constituents (the prosodic word, e.g. Rubach and Booij 1990, Rubach 1997, in violation of the Strict Layer Hypothesis). In the former case, sonority sequencing is said to hold only at the "deep" level where syllabification operates (while an Onset can contain anything on the surface), while the latter does not need any specific statement since no co-occurrence restrictions are defined for prosodic constituents anyway.

The problem with all versions of extrasyllabicity is that they allow for random strings of extrasyllabic consonants: since prosodic constituents and Onsets (at the surface level) can contain anything, words with three, five or 17 extrasyllabic consonants in a row, e.g. \( /rgt\)f\(p\)en/, should be well-formed. Obviously natural language does not produce this kind of monsters. I show in Scheer (2004a: §373,b) that even systems which have an extremely liberal reputation such as Salish languages and Polish do not produce extrasyllabic clusters.

Unlike the extrasyllabic approach, the theory outlined above predicts that there could be no more than one extrasyllabic consonant in a row. A (left-edge) extrasyllabic consonant is a consonant that occurs at the left edge of a word and whose Nucleus is governed (C\(_1\) under 2c). Hence the adjunction of any further consonant supposes the presence of an additional empty Nucleus. Two or more empty Nuclei in a row as e.g. in \( /\text{rot}\)t\(\text{ok}\)en/, however, are ill-formed since the first vowel of the word will be unable to govern all of them. Therefore one sonority-offending consonant at most can be accommodated on the count of CVCV.

5 Conclusion

The foregoing pages have applied the theory of Direct Interface to the beginning of the word: rather than by diacritics such as "#" or elements of the Prosodic Hierarchy (e.g. phonological words), the representation of morpho-syntactic information in the phonology can only be effected by truly phonological material. Unlike the former (#s neither demand nor invalidate initial clusters), the latter have a direct impact: the initial CV burdens the phonology with an additional empty Nucleus, which makes non-#TR clusters illegal.

Therefore, a prediction is made to the effect that natural language can only produce two different grammars regarding the beginning of the word: TR-only and anything-goes. All surface gradience suggesting that some languages are more permissive than others reduces to either pattern. Eventually missing clusters are accidental, not systematic; they may be happily filled in by new words.
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Jer Vowels in Russian Prepositions

Olga Steriopolo
University of British Columbia

The goal of this paper is to describe and analyze jer vowels in Russian monosyllabic prepositions в/во ‘in’, с/со ‘with/from’, and к/ко ‘to’. I show that patterns of jer realization in Russian prepositions are different from those in Russian prefixes. I present empirical generalizations on the behavior of prepositional jers based on collected data and propose an OT analysis.

Monosyllabic prepositions with jer vowels are especially interesting because they alternate between a syllable of their own and a single consonant, thus adding to the problem of the canonical syllable and extra-syllabic ity in Russian.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the background of the study of jer vowels. Section 2 compares the behavior of prepositional jers with the behavior of prefixal jers. Section 3 lays out assumptions about syllabification and prosodic parsing in Russian. Section 4 illustrates empirical generalizations on jer vowels in prepositions. Section 5 proposes an OT analysis of the data. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusions of the study.

1 Background

All Slavic languages have one or two vowels that alternate with zero. Such vowels are called jer (or yer) vowels. Russian has two jer vowels:
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